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3-D Outside Cell Interference Factor for an
Air–Ground CDMA “Cellular” System
David W. Matolak, Member, IEEE
Abstract—In this paper, we compute the outside-cell interfer-
ence factor of a code-division multiple-access (CDMA) system
for a three-dimensional (3-D) air-to-ground (AG) “cellular-like”
network consisting of a set of uniformly distributed ground base
stations and airborne mobile users. CDMA capacity is roughly
inversely proportional to the outside-cell interference factor. It is
shown that for the nearly free-space propagation environment of
these systems, the outside-cell interference factor can be larger
than that for terrestrial propagation models (as expected) and
depends approximately logarithmically upon both the cell height
and cell radius.
Index Terms—Aeronautical, capacity, CDMA, cellular, interfer-
ence.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE SYSTEM under consideration is illustrated in Fig. 1for the case where base stations are ground sites dis-
tributed in a uniform hexagonal cellular pattern on the surface
of the earth and the mobiles are aircraft which are assumed
uniformly distributed within each cell volume. Hexagonal
cells are approximated by cylinders with the same volume
for simplicity. While equipower
surfaces around the base-station omnidirectional antenna
are nearly hemispherical (and so cell shapes could also be
nearly hemispherical), we use the cylindrical approximation
since these hemispheres would be truncated in the horizontal
direction for reasons of link margin (coverage) and in the
vertical direction in effect by virtue of a maximum altitude. We
are interested in the computation of the (average) outside-cell
interference factors for the reverse (mobile-to-base,
aircraft-to-ground site) channel and for the forward
(base-to-mobile, ground site-to-aircraft) channel. These factors
are used in estimating the per-cell capacity of a code-division
multiple-access (CDMA) system, as in [1], where the multiuser
interference (MUI) contribution of each transmission from an
“outside” cell user is multiplied by this propagation-dependent
factor to obtain the relative MUI contribution to the aggregate
received signal at the desired-cell receiver. We assume power
control on the reverse channel and power allocation on the
forward channel as is done in terrestrial cellular CDMA (IS-95)
[6]. From [1, eq. (1.5)], the capacity estimate is
(1)
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where is the number of active users, is the spreading
bandwidth to data rate ratio, is the required effective
bit-energy-to-noise-density ratio for the desired bit error ratio
(BER), and is the outside-cell interference factor. Equation
(1) assumes thermal noise is negligible compared to MUI,
and we have also assumed that , the gain due to voice
activity, and , the gain due to antenna sectoring, are both
equal to unity. When omnidirectional antennas are used,
. For the forward channel, the situation is somewhat
different, since the in-cell transmissions are synchronous,
and hence can be made orthogonal, significantly reducing
MUI (using, e.g., Walsh–Hadamard codes for distinguishing
forward channels). We note that some amount of multipath
propagation for low-elevation mobiles will result in some
in-cell interference, but this will be minor compared with the
outside cell interference, particularly when RAKE receivers are
used and additional “scrambling” codes are used to improve
the orthogonal sequence cross correlations at nonzero time
offsets [7]. Forward channel capacity is thus usually greater
than reverse channel capacity, making actual system capacity
generally limited by the reverse channel. A formula similar
to (1) for forward channel capacity can be used though when
enough (asynchronous) outside-cell transmissions are received
by any mobile. Instead of the factor in the capacity
formula, with orthogonal signals on the forward channel we
have only the factor , due to the absence of in-cell MUI.
We note that in most references (e.g., [1]) an outside cell
interference factor for the forward channel is not explicitly
computed. Typically, outage probabilities are computed to
determine forward channel capacity. These probabilities make
use of statistical averages of system parameters, including
outside-cell interference levels. Thus, at least in terms of
average(and worst case) values for forward channel capacity,
use of a forward channel outside cell interference factor in a
formula analogous to (1) is reasonable. Strictly speaking, the
forward channel capacity would be the minimum of the two
values and , where is the number of available
orthogonal spreading codes (synchronous), and would
be calculated in a manner similar to (1) (when asynchronous
outside-cell MUI is significant). We address the computation
of in Section II-B.
As most cellular systems to date are terrestrial, the (reverse
channel) outside-cell interference factor has been estimated for
propagation path losses that vary according to a or
law, where is the distance from transmitter to receiver (e.g.,
in [1]–[4]). In the air-to-ground (AG) environment, propaga-
tion path loss varies according to a law [5]. Reference
[4] does compute for the environment, but does so in
0018–9545/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the AG system: (a) cross-sectional view and (b) 3-D view.
a two-dimensional (2-D) environment and for only three sur-
rounding “rings” of cells. [It also appears to contain an error
(wrongly correcting a value correctly computed in [3]), which
results in an overestimation of .] None of these references
addresses the three-dimensional (3-D) AG environment. Thus,
this paper attempts to fill this gap by providing the outside-cell
interference factor as a function of both cell heightand cell
radius . Solving the integral used to compute in [3] does
yield the result that in the 2-D environment with propaga-
tion, the outside cell interference power increases without bound
in a manner proportional to the natural logarithm of the farthest
distance considered as more and more outside cells are added.
Our results here are in agreement with this, as will be shown.
The method we use can be viewed as an extension of the
method in [1] to three dimensions. We also compare with
a “quasi-2-D” analysis which computes as a function of
RLOS , where RLOS is the radio line of sight (dependent
upon as , where is the radius of the earth
and the “ factor” of 4/3 accounts for radio refraction in
the lower atmosphere). The difference between our 3-D and
quasi-2-D analyses and conventional terrestrial analyses arises
in accounting for the extremely large signal attenuation which
occurs beyond RLOS [5]. We treat this as a step discontinuity
in propagation path loss, at RLOS, from the function to a
near-infinite path loss. Since actual attenuations are in fact quite
large beyond RLOS [5], this is a reasonable approximation. We
also note that our results are averages and in a sense assume
homogeneous cells and environments. Actual results will of




For the reverse channel, the outside-cell interference factor
is essentially the ratio of the per-user interference power re-
ceived at the base from mobile users in an outside cell to the
desired power received at the base from any mobile within the
cell. In Fig. 1(b), our desired base is at point, and the inter-
fering mobile in the th interfering cell is at cylindrical coor-
dinates with respect to its base station at location.
With a traditional hexagonal cell layout on the earth’s surface,
we compute the average contribution of outside cell as the
integral of the spatial density function of users multiplied by the
distance ratio raised to the th power, where is the prop-
agation path loss exponent, equal to two in our case. This com-
putation is simply the expectation of the function and
assumes that mobile users within a cell are power controlled by
that cell’s base station. The distanceis the distance from any
user in an outside cell to its base station, andis the distance
from this interfering user to the desired base station [Fig. 1(b)].
We augment the integrand by multiplying byRLOS , the
indicator function, which accounts for propagation up to RLOS
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Fig. 2. Plot off versus cell heighth and cell radiusR, both in kilometers.
Points are computed data, and surface is the curve fit.
where , the spatial user density, is cell volume
. Referring to Fig. 1(b), the variable is
equal to , where is the
distance from the desired base station at the coordinate origin
to the th base station, at coordinates . The angle is
the polar angle in the- plane referred to a coordinate system
centered on , and is the polar radius variable. The distance
is equal to . For a system with a nonuniform user
spatial density, the same type of computation can be used, with
the appropriate user spatial density . We count up to
seven “rings” of cells surrounding our desired cell, for a total of
168 interfering cells. The value of is then equal to the sum
over of the . For convenience, we computed for a grid
of 100 points [pairs ]: a set of values of from 0.3 to 18.3
km in steps of 2 km and values offrom 6 to 372 km in steps of
approximately 40.6 km. Some of these points define cell sizes
that are not realistic. In particular, the 6-km radius cell sizes are
unrealistically small. If we omit these data points and all those
for which RLOS (since it makes no sense to have aircraft
at height and radius if RLOS), we have 72 data points,
a least-squares curve fit for which is
(3)
with coefficients
and and and are in
kilometers. Fig. 2 shows a plot of the computed values (points)
and the curve fit (surface). For much of the plot, specifically for
the smaller values of and larger values of , the 3-D is
larger than that found for typical terrestrial propagation models,
where for path-loss exponents of and is
approximately 0.77 and 0.44, respectively [1].
We note that we are comparing with the “hard-handoff”
values in [1], since in an aeronautical environment where
the communication messages are typically of short duration,
use of “soft-handoff” techniques seems less necessary. Hard
handoff represents a more likely mode of operation for pilot
to controller communication. Typical messages between pilots
and air traffic controllers in commercial aviation are of short
duration, e.g., 5 s. This is much shorter than the average
cellular phone conversation. In addition, different cells are most
often assigned to different controllers, so there is no attempt
to maintain communication when crossing cell boundaries.
Finally, with accurate power control (say, dB), which is
very feasible in near-line-of-sight propagation environments,
the difference in the outside cell interference factor between the
hard- and soft-handoff cases will be negligible (see [1, Tables
6.1–6.3]). For passenger communication, soft handoff will
be applicable; yet with accurate power control the difference
between the soft- and hard-handoff outside-cell interference
factors is small, as noted. In addition, we have separated
the outside-cell interference factor from the term that takes
into account the power control “imperfections.” In [1], in
the hard-handoff case this power control imperfection term
simply multiplies the outside-cell interference factor and thus
can be used in a similar way with (3), that is, the outside-cell
interference factor and the power control contribution are
“separable” in the hard-handoff case.
B. Forward Channel
In the forward channel case, the outside-cell interference
factor is computed somewhat differently. We begin with the
equation for the effective for the th user in the desired
(0th) cell [1, eq. (6.79)] and arrive at an expression analogous
to (1), solved for the effective . The effective
expression from [1] is
(4)
where is the fraction of the total base transmit power devoted
to user (traffic) channels, is the fraction of the user channel
power allocated to user is the power received by user
from its base station (base 0), is the data rate, is the
power received by user from interfering base station
is the thermal noise spectral density, andis the bandwidth
(equal approximately to , the chip rate). A total of inter-
fering bases are counted. The numerator of (4) is simply the
energy-per-bit for user . If we substitute for
in the denominator (assuming all users transmit/receive at
a common data rate ) and divide both the numerator and de-






where we have defined and the processing
gain PG . The approximation applies when the system
is interference limited, not thermal noise limited. The term
is the interference energy-per-bit received by user
in cell 0, due to the power transmitted by base stationto
its th user. We assume users in each cell. For simplicity,
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we compute an average , which is assumed the
same for all users (giving them all the same BER). Also, for
simplicity we assume is the same for all users. Thus,
is equal to times the ratio of propagation path
losses: , where is the distance
from the th interfering base to its th user and is the
distance from theth interfering base to user in cell 0. This
results from the forward channel power allocation assumption,
wherein each mobile is allocated only enough power to satisfy
its (hence BER) requirement. Referring to Fig. 1(b),
if we interchange the labels of the desired and interfering cells
(and their base coordinates, pointsand ), in the figure
becomes . The denominator of the last expression in (5) is
the ratio of MUI to for user
(6)
For an average value of this quantity, we take an expectation, so
(7)
where the third line follows since the expectation of is the
same for all and . The term
is essentially times the forward channel outside-cell inter-
ference factor . We can see this, via comparison with (1), as
follows: if we substitute (7) into (5), divide out , then solve
for , we obtain
PG
(8)
which is the same as (1) with replaced by
(again assuming no voice activity gain and omnidirectional an-
tennas—both of which affect (1) and (8) in the same way).
Strictly speaking, when taking expectation of the last expres-
sion in (5), Jensen’s equality yields
PG
(9)
thus our result is anapproximatelower bound.
As indicated by (7), we perform the averaging in two steps,
over first the interfering cell (averaging over the user positions in
that cell, essentially determining an average per-user interfering
base transmit power) and then over the cell containing the de-
sired user (averaging over the “victim” user position). [We note
that, strictly speaking, since the control channels used in the for-
ward channel (i.e., the “pilot,” “sync,” and “paging” channels in
IS-95) must be broadcast with sufficient power to reach the cell
edges, at distance , a few of the values
are always equal to . This has only a minor effect on the
final answer when or so, hence, we ignore this effect
here.] For theth interfering cell, we first compute the expected
value of . This is equal to the integral, over the volume of the
th cell, of the spatial user density times . With a uniform
spatial user density , the result of this integration
is . Thus, becomes . We
then take the expectation of , times the indicator function
RLOS and the user spatial density, over the desired
user position in cell 0, to obtain , the contribution of theth
cell to . The total forward channel outside-cell interference
factor is then equal to the sum over theinterfering cells of
the . The expression for is
RLOS
(10)
We have computed for the same grid of points as
used for the reverse channel, resulting in a set of 72 valid data
points, a least-squares curve fit for which was found to be of
the sameform as that for the reverse channel [see (3)], with
slightly different coefficients:
and . As
seen by comparing the coefficients, the average value ofis
very nearly the same as that of .
C. Quasi-2-D Approach
For most true aeronautical (i.e., nonsatellite) cases of interest,
aircraft altitudes are generallymuchsmaller than RLOS: for
aircraft altitudes from 1000 to 60 000 ft (0.3–18.3 km), RLOS
ranges from approximately 44 to 345 mi (71–558 km); thus, the
approximation RLOS is reasonable. What this means is
that, to first order at least, the problem can be approximated as
a quasi-2-D one, just as in the terrestrial case.
In the quasi-2-D case, we use the same method, but compute
as an integral over the interfering cell area (as in [1]–[4])
and do this as a function of RLOS . For a fixed cell radius ,
varying RLOS corresponds to varying the maximum aircraft
altitude; for a fixed value of RLOS (corresponding to a fixed
maximum aircraft altitude), varying RLOS corresponds to
varying the cell radius . The integral for any given cell is the
same as that given, for example, in [1], augmented by the in-
dicator function RLOS . In the quasi-2-D case, we also
compute the average outside-cell interference factor for a case
where the CDMA system uses a 1/3 frequency reuse pattern and
the worst case forward channel outside-cell interference factor
for full reuse. The worst case forward channel factor applies to
mobiles residing at the corners of hexagonal cells and thus pro-
vides an upper bound. In the quasi-2-D case, we have also found
that the average forward channel outside cell interference factor
is very nearly the same as the averagewhen the path-loss
exponent is . For path-loss exponents of three and four,
was found to be at least 87% and 76% of, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Outside-cell interference factors versus RLOS=R for the quasi-2-D
analysis and converted 3-D data (circles). Average values shown for propagation
path-loss exponentsn = 2; 3; and4 for full frequency reuse and forn = 2
and 1/3 frequency reuse. Worst case forward channel value shown forn = 2
and full frequency reuse.
For the worst case value of , the procedure is simple: from
the perspective of a mobile at a cell corner, we sum the contri-
butions , where is due to the th interfering base. Here
, where is the cell radius, since
the mobile is at the cell corner, and is the distance to the
th interfering base. A worst case value of is less clearly
definable—clustering all aircraft in all cells at their cell edges
closest to a desired cell seems unrealistic. The quasi-2-D av-
erage values of and the worst case value of are plotted
in Fig. 3 versus RLOS . For the same number of outside cells
counted, the results in Fig. 3 agree with those presented in [1]
and [2]. A least-squares fit to the average values yields
RLOS RLOS , where is both and
. A least-squares fit to the worst case forward channelfor
is RLOS . The quasi-2-D computa-
tion overestimates the actual 3-D by a fairly substantial per-
centage for small values of RLOS; for values of RLOS
larger than six, the quasi-2-D estimate is less than 30% larger
than the 3-D value. The difference between the 3-D and
quasi-2-D values is always less than 0.5. This overestimation oc-
curs because in the quasi-2-D model, portions of cell “volumes”
that are below RLOS [see Fig. 1(a)] are incorrectly counted in
the integral via the use of the indicator function. Nonetheless,
the simple formula afforded by the quasi-2-D approach may be
attractive.
III. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have computed the outside-cell interference
factor for an AG CDMA “cellular” like system. The outside-cell
interference factor is used in the estimation of CDMA system
capacity and applies for the case where the network of base
stations is ground-based and the airborne spatial user distribu-
tion is uniform. We showed that the outside-cell interference
factor for the nearly free-space propagation environment can be
larger than that for typical terrestrial propagation models and
can be approximated as a logarithmic function of both the cell
height and radius. We also showed that a reasonable approxima-
tion to the 3-D outside-cell interference factor can be obtained
using a quasi-2-D analysis. Using the quasi-2-D approach, we
also computed the outside-cell interference factor for a 1/3 fre-
quency reuse system and the worst case value for the forward
(base-to-mobile) channel, corresponding to a user situated at a
cell corner.
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